
As a client I want a coin spun and then left 
to rest with tails facing up so that I can see 
your coin spinning ability

Client Value: 8 Story Points: 2

Acceptance Criteria:
Test that a coin is spun and eventually rests with 
tails facing upwards

As a client I want a coin spun and then left 
to rest with heads facing up so that I can 
see your coin spinning ability

Client Value: 5 Story Points: 2

Acceptance Criteria:
Test that a coin is spun and eventually rests with 
heads facing upwards

As a client I want a shuffled deck of cards 
sorted into piles of high numbers and low 
numbers so that I can see your card 
sorting ability

Client Value: 8 Story Points: 3

Acceptance Criteria:
Test for a pile of cards with numbers less than 7 
(ace = 1)
Test for a pile of cards with numbers equal to or 
greater than 7 (jack = 11, queen = 12, king = 13)

As a client I want a shuffled deck of cards 
sorted into piles of odd numbers and even 
numbers so that I can see your card 
sorting ability

Client Value: 5 Story Points: 3

Acceptance Criteria:
Test that there is a pile of odd cards
Test that there is a pile of even cards
(jack = 11, queen = 12, king = 13, ace = 1)



As a client I want 4 balloons inflated to 
20cm circumference so that I can see your 
balloon inflation ability

Client Value: 8 Story Points: 5

Acceptance Criteria: 
Test for 4 balloons inflated to 20cm 
circumference

As a client I want 3 balloons inflated to 
60cm circumference so that I can see your 
balloon inflation ability

Client Value: 8 Story Points: 5

Acceptance Criteria: 
Test for 3 balloons inflated to 60cm 
circumference

As a client I want a shuffled deck of cards 
organized into piles of suites so that I can 
see your card sorting ability

Client Value: 13 Story Points: 5

Acceptance Criteria:
Test for a pile of hearts in no particular order
Test for a pile of clubs in no particular order
Test for a pile of diamonds in no particular order
Test for a pile of spades in no particular order



As a client I want a reef knot tied in the 
piece of string supplied so that I can see 
your knot tying ability

Client Value: 13 Story Points: 8

Acceptance Criteria: 
Test for reef knot in string

As a client I want 2 dice thrown at the 
same time to show a “double” so that I can 
see your dice throwing ability

Client Value: 8 Story Points: 8

Acceptance Criteria: 
Test for 2 dice showing the same number

As a client I want 3 balloons inflated to 
80cm circumference so that I can see your 
balloon inflation ability

Client Value: 5 Story Points: 8

Acceptance Criteria: 
Test for 3 balloons inflated to 80cm 
circumference

As a client I want 3 dice throw one at a 
time to show 1,1,1 so that I can see your 
dice throwing ability 

Client Value: 20 Story Points: 8

Acceptance Criteria:
Test for first die thrown has 1 dot
Test for second die thrown has 1 dot
Test for third die thrown has 1 dot



As a client I want a shuffled deck of cards 
organized face up in piles of card value so 
that I can see your card sorting ability

Client Value: 20 Story Points: 8

Acceptance Criteria: 
Test for piles of cards, all aces together, all kings 
together, all queens together etc. etc.

As a client I want 4 dice thrown one at a 
time to show 5,5,5,5 so that I can see your 
dice throwing ability

Client Value: 20 Story Points: 8

Acceptance Criteria:
Test that the first die thrown has 5 dots
Test that the second die thrown has 5 dots
Test that the third die thrown has 5 dots
Test that the fourth die thrown has 5 dots



As a client I want a bowline knot tied in the 
piece of string supplied so that I can see 
your knot tying ability

Client Value: 1 Story Points: 13

Acceptance Criteria: 
Test for bowline knot in string

As a client I want 5 dice thrown one at a 
time to show 3,3,3,3,3 so that I can see 
your dice throwing ability

Client Value: 13 Story Points: 13

Acceptance Criteria:
Test that the first die thrown has 3 dots
Test that the second die thrown has 3 dots
Test that the third die thrown has 3 dots
Test that the fourth die thrown has 3 dots
Test that the fifth die throw has 3 dots

As a client I want 3 dice thrown at the 
same time to show either 1,1,1 or 3,3,3 or 
1,2,3 so that I can see your dice throwing 
ability

Client Value: 40 Story Points: 13

Acceptance Criteria:
Test that all three dice thrown show 1,1,1 or 
3,3,3 or 1,2,3

As a client I want a shuffled deck of cards 
organized face up in ascending order in 
their respective suits so that I can see your 
card sorting ability

Client Value: 8 Story Points: 13

Acceptance Criteria: 
Test for a pile of hearts in ascending order (ace is low)
Test for a pile of clubs in ascending order (ace is low)
Test for a pile of diamonds in ascending order (ace is low)
Test for a pile of spades in ascending order (ace is low)



As a client I want 2 coins spun and then 
left to rest with one with heads facing up 
and one with tails facing up so that I can 
see your coin spinning ability

Client Value: 8 Story Points: 13

Acceptance Criteria:
Test that one coin is spun and eventually rests with 
tails facing upwards
Test that the other coin is spun and eventually rests 
with heads facing upwards

As a client I want 2 coins spun and then 
left to rest with their tails facing up so that I 
can see your coin spinning ability

Client Value: 13 Story Points: 13

Acceptance Criteria:
Test that one coin is spun and eventually rests with 
tails facing upwards
Test that the other coin is spun and eventually rests 
with tails facing upwards

As a client I want 2 coins spun and then 
left to rest with their heads facing up so 
that I can see your coin spinning ability

Client Value: 20 Story Points: 13

Acceptance Criteria:
Test that one coin is spun and eventually rests with 
heads facing upwards
Test that the other coin is spun and eventually rests 
with heads facing upwards

As a client I want 2 dice thrown at the 
same time to show a “double” one (“snake 
eyes”) so that I can see your dice throwing 
ability

Client Value: 5 Story Points: 13

Acceptance Criteria: 
Test for 2 dice each showing one dot



As a client I want three dice thrown at the 
same time to show a “triple” so that I can 
see your dice throwing ability

Client Value: 2 Story Points: 20

Acceptance Criteria: 
Test for three dice showing the same number

As a client I want 4 dice thrown at the 
same time to show 4,4,4,4 so that I can 
see your dice throwing ability

Client Value: 100 Story Points: 40

Acceptance Criteria:
Test that all four dice thrown show 4,4,4,4

As a client I want 5 balloons inflated to 
80cm circumference so that I can see your 
balloon inflation ability

Client Value: 20 Story Points: 20

Acceptance Criteria: 
Test for 5 new balloons inflated to 80cm 
circumference


